
Pernod Plans Buyback After Fastest Growth in Seven Years 

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/ 

By Thomas Buckley 

August 29, 2019 

Pernod Ricard SA reported its strongest annual earnings growth in seven years, fueled by 
Chinese demand, and announced a 1 billion-euro ($1.1 billion) share buyback. 

After sales in China surged 21%, the company is doubling down in that market by building a 
$150 million distillery in Sichuan province to produce single malt whisky. The company also 
announced the $223 million purchase of New York-based Castle Brands to add Jefferson's 
bourbon to its portfolio. 

The positive results add steam to a distilling industry that's been an outperformer in the wider 
consumer-goods sector. The revival of cocktail culture has boosted sales of high-end liquor 
brands such as Pernod Ricard's Monkey 47 gin and Martell cognac. 

Profit from recurring operations rose 8.7% to 2.58 billion euros in the year through June, 
edging out analysts' estimates. However, the company forecast a slight slowdown this year to 
profit growth of 5% to 7%. 

Pernod Ricard is under pressure after activist investor Elliott Management Corp. took a stake in 
the company late last year. The buyback also follows rival Diageo Plc's plan to return as much 
as 4.5 billion pounds ($5.5 billion) to shareholders. 

The company also raised its dividend so that it's now paying out 50% of earnings. 

"Now that we've significantly deleveraged our business to the lowest leverage ratio in at least 
15 years, it's the right time to clarify our strategy with shareholders," Chief Executive Officer 
Alexandre Ricard said by phone of the buyback plan. He said the payout ratio has been lower 
over the past decade because of Pernod Ricard's acquisition strategy. 

Pernod Ricard Raises Dividend Despite Fall in FY19 Profit 

Source: https://www.morningstar.com/ 

Aug 29, 2019  

Pernod Ricard SA (RI.FR) on Thursday raised its dividend and announced plans for a share 
buy-back program despite a fall in its fiscal 2019 earnings. 

The Paris-based premium spirits company's net profit for the period was 1.46 billion euros 
($1.62 billion) compared with EUR1.58 billion the year prior. 

Sales for the year were EUR9.18 billion, with organic growth in profit from recurring operations 
at 8.7%. On a purely organic basis, sales rose 6%. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/
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The company said sales in the fourth quarter were EUR1.99 billion. 

The company raised its dividend to EUR3.12 and said it plans a share buy-back program for a 
maximum amount of EUR1 billion. 

The buy-back program is due to be implemented over fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021 and shares 
acquired via the program will be canceled. 

The implementation of the program is subject to market conditions. 

For fiscal 2020, Pernod Ricard targets organic growth in profit from recurring operations 
between 5% and 7%. 

Pernod Ricard (RI FP, HOLD): F19 First Look 

Source: Jefferies 

Edward Mundy, ACA, Elsa Hannar 

August 29, 2019 

TICKER RI FP 

RATING HOLD 

PRICE ?166.65^ 

PRICE TARGET (PT) ?160.00 

MARKET CAP ?44.2B / $49.1B 

Key Takeaway 

F19 org EBIT growth 8.7% (cons 8.0%) and EPS ?6.23 (cons ?6.26). As expected, F20 guide 
+5%-7% slightly below street (8.2%), given conservatism this early in the year, "particularly 
uncertain environment" and weighting between 1H/2H. Buyback ?1bn over F20/F21 worth c1% 
to EPS p.a. RI is an attractive compounder given strong execution and the natural runway for 
growth offered by spirits. Remain Hold as co looks fairly valued (cal 2020 22x vs staples 
20.4x). 

Insights  

F19 results - org EBIT beat but EPS broadly in line. F19 org revenue +6% (Cons +5.7%, Jeff 
+5.8%) after 9M +6.2% to ?9,182m (cons ?9,169m, Jeff ?9,155m) and org EBIT +8.7% to 
?2,581m (cons +8.0% to ?2,562m, Jeff +8.4% to ?2,575m, co guidance "upper end of +6-8%"). 
Org margin expansion +74bp (cons +59bp, Jeff +65bp, co guidance +50bp). F19 EPS ?6.23 
(cons ?6.26, Jeff ?6.29) slightly light given higher than expected finance costs. See detail on 
p.2. Conf call 8am (UK) +44 (0)207 192 8000, Code 3548337). 



Likely stock reaction - slightly better. Although there is no EPS beat, company has beat on org 
EBIT (8.7% vs guide 8.0%), with A&P maintained as a %age of sales and higher gross margin 
(7%) and lower structure costs (+4%) driving the leverage. Guide of 5-7% is below consensus 
8.2% and reflects the "particularly uncertain environment", but the cautious guide is not entirely 
unexpected. Increase in divi payout ratio to 50% (one year early) and share buyback (?1bn 
over F20/21) point to higher returns to shareholders with buyback worth c.1% p.a. to EPS. Soft 
Q1 expected due to unfavourable comparison base in Asia-RoW (+23% in FY19) but dynamic 
start in USA. Overall, we would expect the shares to be slightly better on (a) F19 beat (b) 
buyback announcement, although enthusiasm may be tempered by cautious guide and soft 
1Q. 

F20 guidance below street expectations. F20 guide of org EBIT +5%-7% (cons +8.2%, Jeff 
+7.9%) although whisper number is probably lower. Conservative guide reflects 1) tough 1Q 
comp (+10%) and likely 2H weighted I/S (1H19 organic EBIT +12.8%) 2) track record of 
upgrading with 1H and refining with 3Q 3) potential tariff uncertainty. Await guide on tax, 
interest coupon and FX on the call. 

What's positive? 1) Margin over-delivery (74bps org vs guidance 50bps) 2) Share buyback 
?1bn over F20/21 and divi payout 50% one year early 3) Commentary of recovery in USA in 
1Q 4) Continued board refreshments. 

What's negative? 1) Conservative guidance (5-7% vs street 8.2%) 2) Growth less diversified vs 
history with Asia (+12%) driving most of the growth (Europe +1%, Americas +2%) 3) Soft start 
to 1Q flagged. 

Valuation - attractive business but shares look fairly valued. Shares trade on 22.4x calendar 
2020e PE - a 10% premium to global staples at 20.4x. RI is an attractive medium-term 
compounder, in our view, given strong execution and natural runway for growth offered by 
spirits; there is much to like, but we stay at Hold as the company looks fairly valued. 

Pernod Ricard to Acquire Castle Brands for $223 Million 

Source: https://finance.yahoo.com/ 

August 28, 2019 

Castle Brands Shareholders to Receive $1.27 Per Share in Cash, Representing 92% Premium 
to Castle Brands Share Price and 109% Premium to 30-Day Volume Weighted Average Share 
Price 

Pernod Ricard (Euronext Ticker RI; ISIN Code: FR0000120693) and Castle Brands Inc. (NYSE 
American: ROX), today announced that they have entered into a definitive agreement under 
which Pernod Ricard, through a subsidiary, will acquire all of the outstanding common stock of 
Castle Brands for $1.27 per share in cash, or approximately $223 million, plus the assumption 
of debt, through a cash tender offer followed by a merger. 

Under the terms of the merger agreement, which has been unanimously approved by the 
Castle Brands Board of Directors, Castle Brands shareholders will receive $1.27 in cash for 
each outstanding share of Castle Brands common stock they own, representing a 92% 

https://finance.yahoo.com/


premium to Castle Brands' closing share price on August 27, 2019, and a 109% premium to 
the 30-day volume weighted average share price through such date. 

Alexandre Ricard, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Pernod Ricard, stated, "Through 
this acquisition we welcome this great brand portfolio, in particular, Jefferson's bourbon 
whiskey, to the Pernod Ricard family. Bourbon is a key category in the US which is our single 
most important market. This deal aligns well with our consumer-centric strategy to offer our 
consumers the broadest line-up of high-quality premium brands. As with our American whiskies 
Smooth Ambler, Rabbit Hole and TX, we would provide Jefferson's a strong route to market 
and secure its long-term development, while remaining true to its authentic and innovative 
character." 

"We are very pleased to reach an agreement with Pernod Ricard, which is the result of months 
of planning and deliberation by our Board of Directors," said Richard J. Lampen, President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Castle Brands. "We are confident that this transaction, upon closing, 
will deliver immediate and substantial cash value to our shareholders." 

The merger agreement provides for a cash tender offer to acquire all outstanding shares of 
Castle Brands to be launched shortly. The closing of the tender offer will be subject to certain 
conditions, including the tender of shares representing at least a majority of Castle Brands' 
outstanding shares, early termination or expiration of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-
Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act, and other customary conditions. Once the tender offer is 
successfully completed, Pernod Ricard will acquire all shares not acquired in the tender offer 
through a second-step merger in which the holders of the outstanding shares of Castle Brands 
common stock not tendered in the offer will receive the same per share price paid in the tender 
offer, in cash. The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2019. 

BofA Merrill Lynch acted as financial advisor to Pernod Ricard and Debevoise & Plimpton LLP 
acted as its legal advisor. Perella Weinberg Partners and Houlihan Lokey acted as financial 
advisors to Castle Brands, Holland & Knight LLP acted as Castle Brands' legal advisor, and 
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP acted as legal advisor to Castle Brands' financial advisors. 

Important Information about the Tender Offer 

The tender offer described in this press release has not yet commenced. This press release is 
for informational purposes only and is neither an offer to purchase nor a solicitation of an offer 
to sell any shares of the common stock of Castle Brands or any other securities. At the time the 
planned tender offer is commenced, a tender offer statement on Schedule TO, including an 
offer to purchase, a letter of transmittal and related documents, will be filed by Pernod Ricard 
and a subsidiary of Pernod Ricard with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), 
and a solicitation/recommendation statement on Schedule 14D-9 will be filed by Castle Brands 
with the SEC. The offer to purchase shares of Castle Brands common stock will only be made 
pursuant to the offer to purchase, the letter of transmittal and related documents filed as a part 
of the Schedule TO. 

INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS ARE URGED TO READ THE TENDER OFFER 
STATEMENT, THE SOLICITATION/RECOMMENDATION STATEMENT AND ANY RELATED 
DOCUMENTS REGARDING THE OFFER, AS THEY MAY BE AMENDED FROM TIME TO 



TIME, WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE BECAUSE THEY WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION THAT INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS SHOULD CONSIDER 
BEFORE MAKING ANY DECISION REGARDING THE TENDER OFFER. 

Investors and security holders may obtain a free copy of these statements (when available) 
and other documents filed with the SEC at the website maintained by the SEC at www.sec.gov 
or by directing such requests to the Information Agent for the offer, which will be named in the 
tender offer statement. In addition, Castle Brands files annual, quarterly and current reports 
and other information with the SEC. Castle Brands' filings with the SEC are available to the 
public from commercial document-retrieval services and at the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. 

Jameson rapped for 'encouraging irresponsible consumption' 

Source: https://www.thespiritsbusiness.com/ 

by Melita Kiely 

28th August, 2019  

A complaint by Alcohol Change UK that Jameson Irish whiskey's Barrelback promotion for the 
on-trade encouraged irresponsible consumption has been upheld. 

The on-trade offer in question gave consumers the chance to buy a single measure of 
Jameson whiskey in a small metal barrel that could be hooked onto a pint glass. 

Alcohol Change UK argued the promotion encouraged consumers to "try a measure of 
Jameson with your pint", therefore adding an extra unit of alcohol to the approximate 2.5 units 
in a pint of beer. As such, the person's alcohol intake would increase by around 40%. 

The Independent Complaints Panel considered the complaint and believed that the majority of 
UK consumers would not be familiar with the serve and that the point-of-sale material looked 
"more akin to a chaser", where the consumer would down the shot of whiskey before drinking 
the beer. 

As a result, the panel said the point-of-sale material would need to "work harder" to 
communicate the "intended sipping nature" of the serve. 

Furthermore, the panel said the words "no more either or" on the material suggested 
consumers did not have to choose between different drinks, and encouraged them to drink 
more alcohol than they would have otherwise. 

However, due to the flat base of the barrel, the panel said it "did not urge 'down in one' 
consumption" as it could be placed on a surface and "consumed at intervals". It also attributed 
this to the phrase "with your pint" that accompanied the sales material. 

Taking this into consideration, the panel upheld the complaint under Code Rule 3.2(f) for 
"encouraging irresponsible consumption as the promotional material needed to communicate 
the sipping nature of the serve". 

http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sec.gov/
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However, the panel did not uphold the complaint under Code Rule 3.2(g) as it decided the 
promotional material did not "urge" consumers to "drink rapidly" or "down" a product in one go. 

A spokesperson for Pernod Ricard UK said: "As one of the leading wines and spirits 
companies, Pernod Ricard UK is committed to the responsible marketing and promotion of its 
products. 

"We acknowledge the Independent Complaints Panel's decision and in light of this, we will 
ensure that future adverts of the Jameson Barrelback Whiskey clearly communicate a sipping 
message." 

The Portman Group reiterated the importance for producers to ensure any promotional 
materials do not "encourage irresponsible drinking". 

A spokesperson from the Portman Group commented: "This decision by the Independent 
Complaints Panel highlights that producers should ensure that promotions and point-of-sale 
material do not encourage irresponsible drinking. 

"Producers should think carefully about what is conveyed by the overall impression of 
promotions and point-of-sale material and speak to our advisory service if in any doubt. 

"We are pleased that Pernod Ricard UK will no longer be using this point-of-sale material and 
are obtaining advice from our advisory service on future promotions." 

Brown-Forman shares slide then recoup losses premarket as 
profit falls and sales fall short 

Source: https://www.marketwatch.com/ 

Aug 28, 2019  

Jack Daniel's distributor Brown-Forman Corp. shares BF.B, -0.24% slid 20% in premarket trade 
Wednesday before recouping their losses, after the company missed sales estimates for its 
fiscal first quarter.  

The company said it had net income of $186 million, or 39 cents a share, in its fiscal first 
quarter to July 31, down from $200 million, or 41 cents a share, in the year-earlier period. Sales 
were flat at $766 million.  

The FactSet consensus was for EPS of 37 cents and sales of $773 million.  

"Our first quarter results came in largely as anticipated considering the year-over-year drag 
from tariffs and timing of customer orders," Chief Executive Lawson Whiting said in a 
statement.  

The company is investing to absorb tariff costs and reallocating and reinvesting back into its 
brands and people, he said, citing as an example the recent news of a distribution platform in 
the U.K.  

https://www.marketwatch.com/


The company said it still expects fiscal 2020 EPS of $1.75 to $1.85.  

Shares have gained 24% in 2019, while the S&P 500 SPX, +0.65% has gained 14.5%. 

Brown-Forman Corp. (BF__B): First Take: Low quality EPS beat as 
lower ad spending offsets softer sales and gross margin 

Source: Goldman Sachs 

28 August 2019  

BF_B (Sell) reported fiscal 1Q20 adjusted EPS of $0.39, above our estimate of $0.36 and 
FactSet consensus of $0.37. Underlying sales growth was flat, below our expectations of +3%, 
as BF lapped inventory movements that benefited 1Q19, but growth also appears to have 
slowed in select Emerging markets and Travel Retail, even excluding the tariff impact. Gross 
margins came in higher vs our estimate by 50bps, but missed consensus expectation. EPS 
beat was entirely driven by lower ad spending. We view 1Q20 results as a low-quality beat and 
remain concerned about the need for higher investment, especially with underlying advertising 
growth of -4% coming in below our expectations of +3%. See inside for more details. 

Underlying sales growth comes below our expectations - US organic sales growth of +4% for 
1Q20 was in line with our expectations, driven by +DD growth in premium bourbons and +HSD 
underlying net sales growth in tequilas. Developed International underlying sales growth 
decline -3%, which was better than our -6% decline forecast, with sizable year-over-year 
impact from last year's tariff impact. Emerging market underlying sales were up +3%, below our 
+9% forecast, with BF calling out around 3% negative impact from tariff, which still implied a 
more modest growth vs high-single-digits to double-digit growth we saw during FY19. Travel 
retail came in flat (including a 3pts drag), again implying a slowdown even excluding tariff 
impact. 

Underlying A&P expenses lag sales growth - 1Q underlying A&P expenses declined -4%, 
behind flat net sales growth as increased spend on Jack in the US was more than offset by the 
timing of spend on tequila brands and the rest of the Jack family. Underlying SG&A was -1%, 
mostly on lower compensation-related costs. We remain concerned that Jack's market share 
losses are persisting with advertising spending lagging that of its competitors who have been 
increasing ad spending as % of sales. 

FY guidance unchanged, implying expectation for sizable sales acceleration in the coming 
quarters - With 1QFY19 underlying sales flat (and up +3% ex-tariff impact, per BF), full year 
guidance of 5-7% underlying sales growth implies a sizable acceleration in the balance of the 
year. Given BF's lower ad spending relative to competition, joined with choppy macros, we see 
difficult time envisioning BF being able to deliver on the mid-point of its sales growth guidance. 

Implications 

Our 12-month price target of $43 is based on 18x EV/EBITDA multiple on 12-24 month 
estimates. Key upside risks include abating pricing competition in US whiskey and/or inflection 
in Jack Daniels market share, higher-than-expected share gains ex-US, removal of EU tariffs 
and/or mitigation of the margin impact, and potential M&A. 



Brown-Forman Corp. (BF__B): Current valuation not reflective of 
moderating growth; Remain Sell 

Source: Goldman Sachs 

28 August 2019  

BF_B (Sell) shares closed down -0.2% vs. SPX +0.7% today after reporting 1QFY20 earnings 
that beat FactSet consensus estimates on lower tax rate and a reduction to advertising 
spending. Both underlying sales and gross margins missed FactSet consensus expectations, 
though BF management attributed the sales shortfall to the combination of lapping last year's 
tariff impact (expected by consensus) and the timing of customer ordering patterns 
(unexpected). Full year underlying sales, operating profit and EPS guidance was reaffirmed, 
which embeds expectations for sales to accelerate as the impact of tariff is fully lapped and a 
modest benefit from Jack Apple launch in the coming months. We update our 2020/2021/2022 
EPS estimates to $1.77/1.90/2.06 (from $1.75/1.91/2.10) on phasing of sales and expenses for 
the balance of the year, lower tax rate and refreshed FX. We continue to see risk to BF's sales 
and profit outlook and stay at the low-end of its sales growth guidance while we see the need 
to step up advertising spending more than expected. See inside for more details. 

Lots of moving parts, but results point to sub-par growth - 1QFY20 underlying sales growth of 
0% missed our 3% estimate and was the weakest growth we have seen since 2QFY20. The 
underlying sales growth miss marks the second time over the last 4 quarters that BF has 
missed vs. our expectations. We acknowledge that last year's buy-in ahead of the tariff did 
reduce sales by 2-3 percentage points, and it's difficult to forecast customer buying patterns, 
particularly in emerging markets and in global travel retail, but even adjusting for those items, 
BF is tracking at around mid-single-digit sales growth, which is at the low-end of its 5-7% full 
year guidance (GSe: +5%). In addition, EPS delivery continues to be of low-quality, with a cut 
in advertising spending and lower tax rate, essentially offsetting softer sales and gross 
margins. 

Continue to see risk to sales and margin outlook - With 2 months left before tariff expenses are 
fully baked into BF's base, we forecast a ~$12.7mn impact to 2QFY20 COGS from tariffs. We 
expect a partial offset to tariffs and rising input costs (FY guidance of -100bps) from ongoing 
price/mix growth of +2% in 2Q20 and +1.8% for FY20. All in, we expect a gross margin of 
63.1% for the year (including FX impact), down 206bps from 65.2% in FY19 (roughly in-line 
with BF's guidance). 

Remain concerned that BF may need step up brand investment to accelerate top-line growth - 
While promotional intensity is going up and management expects media spending to go up 
30% in the US in FY20, overall advertising spending as % of sales is likely to remain 
unchanged in FY20 vs. FY19 at 12%. This comes at a time when BF's competitors have been 
increasing marketing spending in the US while also working on improving efficiency, and 
market share performance for BF has been lagging. We forecast underlying A&P growth of 
+5.5% for FY20, vs. underlying net sales growth of +5%, which compares to guidance of A&P 
spending growing slightly below underlying net sales growth. 



Will Jack Daniel's Tennessee Apple impact the broader Jack portfolio? Jack Daniel's 
Tennessee Apple is set to ship in September, meaning the product will hit the shelves in the 
US in October. It will also be sold online starting November and likely to get rolled out 
internationally by next year. As a result, we expect A&P spending to be skewed to 2QFY20 and 
3QFY20. While BF finds limited evidence that Honey (launched in 2011) or Fire (launched in 
2015) had cannibalized the broader Jack portfolio, we remain cautious that Apple trials will be 
purely incremental. 

We forecast FX to be a headwind to sales by -1.1% in FY20 - While FX came in more favorably 
in 1Q (0% impact to sales), we expect it to turn into a headwind through year-end. Our FX 
model implies an impact of -1.9% and -1.1% in 2QFY20 and FY20, respectively, which is 
slightly above the impact of -2% in FY19. 

Valuation & Risks - We remain Sell-rated and update our 2020/2021/2022 EPS estimates to 
$1.77/1.90/2.06 (from $1.75/1.91/2.10) on phasing of sales and expenses for the balance of 
the year, lower tax rate and refreshed FX. Our updated 12-month price target of $48 (from $43) 
is based on 18.5X EV/EBITDA multiple (up from 18X given a lower 10-year yield) on 12-24 
month estimates. Key upside risks include abating pricing competition in US whiskey and/or 
inflection in Jack Daniels market share, higher-than-expected share gains ex-US, removal of 
EU tariffs and/or mitigation of the margin impact, and potential M&A. 

Brown-Forman Corporation (BF.B) CEO Lawson Whiting on Q1 
2020 Results - Earnings Call Transcript (Link) 

Source: https://seekingalpha.com/ 

Aug. 28, 2019  

Company Participants 

Leanne Cunningham - SVP, Shareholder Relations Officer 

Lawson Whiting - President& CEO 

Jane Morreau - EVP & CFO 

Good morning. My name is Dorothy, and I will be your conference operator today. At this time, I 
would like to welcome everyone to the Brown-Forman First Quarter Earnings Conference Call. 
All lines have been placed on mute to prevent any background noise. After the speakers' 
remarks, there will be a question-and-answer session. [Operator Instructions] 

Thank you. I would now like to turn the call over to Leanne Cunningham, Senior Vice 
President, Shareholder Relations Officer. Ma'am, you may begin. 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4288513-brown-forman-corporation-bf-b-ceo-lawson-whiting-
q1-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript 
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Brown-Forman Corporation 2020 Q1 - Results - Earnings Call 
Slides (Link) 

Source: https://seekingalpha.com/ 

Aug. 28, 2019  

The following slide deck was published by Brown-Forman Corporation in conjunction with their 
2020 Q1 earnings call. 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4288464-brown-forman-corporation-2020-q1-results-earnings-
call-slides 

Diageo Korea to close plant after 39 years  

Source: https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/ 

By Kwak Yeon-soo 

August 29, 2019 

Diageo Korea has decided to close its last remaining plant in Icheon, Gyeonggi Province, due 
to falling whisky sales, the Korean unit of the British premium whisky maker said Wednesday. 
The facility, which covers about 64,000 square meters, will be shut down in June 2020. 

Established in 1981, it has been bottling Smirnoff vodka for export and Windsor Scotch whisky 
specifically tailored for the Korean market. In 2009, the London-based distiller sold the plant 
with a 20-year sale-leaseback. 

However, the company decided to close down the plant before the expiration date due to a 
poor utilization rate and weak sales. 

"The decision has been difficult and it has come after careful consideration," a Diageo Korea 
official said. "The unfavorable business climate in exporting countries, low utilization rate and 
loss of competitiveness were the main reasons for the shutdown decision." 

About 29 full-time employees and 90 subcontractors are expected be affected by the latest 
decision. 

When asked if the company has any plans to downsize the workforce, the official said 
"Reshuffling is a necessary step for us. Full-time employees will be transferred to 
headquarters, whereas subcontractors will be handled by our partners."  

The nation's whisky consumption has continued to decline over the past few years, as a 
growing number of Koreans tend to drink less hard liquor. The implementation of the anti-graft 
law, which took effect in 2016, has also reduced sales of high-priced alcoholic beverages. 

Whisky sales in Korea declined 6.2 percent to 1.49 million boxes in 2018 from a year earlier, 
according to data. A box is calculated as 18 bottles each containing 500 millimeters of whisky.  

https://seekingalpha.com/
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The figure is roughly half of the 2.84 million boxes sold in 2008, when sales peaked.  

Diageo Korea posted 303 billion won ($250 million) in sales between July 2017 and June 2018, 
down 6.8 percent from 326 billion won the previous year.  

Its operating profit also dropped 34.5 percent to 37.2 billion won during the same period. 

"Whisky sales have fallen in Korea as more consumers move toward mild alcoholic drinks," an 
official from a liquor company said. "To curb the downward trend, most top whisky brands have 
decided to cut prices and expand investment in research and development." 

Diageo Korea is the local unit of the U.K.-based liquor giant, which has brands including 
Johnnie Walker and Guinness. 

National beverage giant Constellation Brands buys minority stake 
in Durham Distillery 

Source: https://www.newsobserver.com/ 

BY DREW JACKSON 

AUGUST 28, 2019  

North Carolina's growing craft spirits industry has attracted the attention of one of the nation's 
largest alcohol companies. 

Beverage conglomerate Constellation Brands has purchased a minority stake in Durham 
Distillery, makers of the award-winning Conniption Gin. 

Constellation is a Fortune 500 company that also includes brands like Svedka Vodka, High 
West Distillery, large wine producers Woodbridge and Meiomi, and Mexican beers Modelo and 
Corona. In 2015, it paid a reported $1 billion for California craft brewery Ballast Point. 

Durham Distillery is owned by wife and husband Melissa and Lee Katrincic, who founded the 
company in 2013. The distillery is best known for its pair of Conniption Gins, an American dry 
and a navy strength, and in the past year has started canning cocktails like gin and tonic and a 
rose spritz. 

When North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper signed this year's bill expanding the state's liquor laws, 
Durham Distillery was the first to announce plans for a cocktail bar. 

"We set out to create a world-class gin brand ... and view this investment by Constellation as 
recognition that we have what it takes to lead in our category, and as the critical next step 
towards Conniption Gins' growth," said Melissa Katrincic in a release. 

Constellation's deal with Durham Distillery is part of the company's Focus on Female Founders 
program, which seeks to invest $100 million in women-owned or run companies by 2028. The 
conglomerate reached out a couple of years ago, Melissa said, and talks continued until this 
year when the deal was struck. 

https://www.newsobserver.com/


In an interview, Melissa declined to disclose the terms of the purchase, except to note that she 
and her husband remain majority owners. Though they are a distillery, some moments always 
call for champagne, as the Durham Distillery team toasted the news Wednesday morning. 

"Everybody feels so overjoyed for the future," Melissa Katrincic said in an interview. "We set a 
foundation for Conniption and have had great community support. We can now grow into the 
national brand we believe we are." 

Melissa said the purchase allows for new equipment, salaries and benefits for current workers 
and an open door to a national market. Conniption Gin is currently available in nine states, but 
growth can be slow for a small distillery, the Katrincics said. With Constellation's backing, they 
expect distribution deals to be easier. 

"Lee and I thought, naively, four or so years ago, that with recognition in competitions, 
accolades and an invitation to the London Gin Guild, all those steps along the way gave us 
confidence that distribution partners would give us a shot, that we'd have a warm welcome," 
Katrincic said. "And that just wasn't the case. It's just not that easy." 

The labyrinth of contradictory ABC laws state by state also didn't help, Lee Katrincic said. 

"This opens a lot of opportunity we didn't previously have," Lee said. 

The words craft and conglomerate are inherently at odds, but the Katrincics said the products 
won't change and that they will remain in charge. 

"Frankly, to have someone in your corner who believes in you and your future and is willing to 
invest in you, we couldn't ask for more," Melissa Katrincic said. "Our ethos is not changing. ... 
Lee and I still hold the reins." 

Our Brands Have Very Good Momentum, Says Campari Group 
CEO (Video) 

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/ 

August 28th, 2019 

Robert Kunze-Concewitz, chief executive officer at Campari Group, discusses the surge in 
popularity in Aperol, its growth in the U.S., his concerns over a trade war between the U.S. and 
the EU, products "made in Italy" and his strategy for Asia. He speaks exclusively on 
"Bloomberg Markets: European Open." 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2019-08-28/our-brands-have-very-good-momentum-
says-campari-group-ceo-video 

MOET HENNESSY APPOINTS NEW NORTH AMERICAN 
LEADERSHIP 

Source: Wine & Spirits Daily 

https://www.bloomberg.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2019-08-28/our-brands-have-very-good-momentum-says-campari-group-ceo-video
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2019-08-28/our-brands-have-very-good-momentum-says-campari-group-ceo-video


August 29, 2019 

After nearly a decade as Moet Hennessy North America chief, Jim Clerkin is transitioning to a 
new role at the company - strategic development and advisor to global ceo Philippe Schaus, a 
company spokesperson confirmed to WSD.  

In his new role, Jim will report to evp, global distribution Jean-Marc Lacave, Moet Hennessy 
tells Shanken News Daily. He will focus on the strategic development of the company's global 
distribution network as well as play a key role in their M&A strategy.  

Taking over his role in North America is Seth Kaufman. Seth joins Moet Hennessy from 
PepsiCo where he worked for almost two decades in various roles including marketing, sales 
and management. Most recently, he was president for PepsiCo North America Nutrition & The 
Hive Emerging Brand unit.  

Seth will also report to Jean-Marc. 

MNST: Update: Bang Halted, Reign Mixed  

Source: Credit Suisse 

Kaumil Gajrawala 

AUGUST 28, 2019  

1. We reiterate our Outperform rating and move MNST to our Top Pick following price 
depreciation of 15% from July. 

2. In this note, we provide an update on the Reign rollout five months after initial launch (just as 
we looked at Bang's progression in 1Q19).  

3. Reign's primary objective-to arrest share gains at Bang-appears to have been successful. 
Despite ongoing distribution gains, Bang's share has flattened at 8% since Reign launched. In 
fact, Bang lost share in the most recent period. 

4. Velocity at Bang continues to slow at a steady pace. 

5. While successful at combatting Bang, Reign trends have been mixed. 

6. After solid trial and heavy distribution through the Coca-Cola system, weekly sales and 
shares have flattened. 

7. We believe the very recent spike in distribution (%ACV) is tied to the launch into Walmart, 
which we see as the next leg to the Reign story. Velocity has fallen sharply, but that is to be 
expected as the rollout is in early stages. That said, we note velocity was already slowing pre-
launch. 

8. We forecast the Monster business to grow topline 10% and EPS 14% this year, with 3-year 
CAGRs of 11% and 12% respectively.  



9. Valuation: At 26x NTM P/E, we view shares as cheap given best-in-class growth prospects, 
low capital needs, and a clean balance sheet. Our $77 target price (+35%) is based on 33x our 
2022 EPS of $2.87, discounted to 2019 at 8%.  

10. Risks to our rating and target price: increased competitive activity, further share losses to 
start-up brands, and margin degradation from negative geo/mix effect.  

Consumer confidence takes slight dip in August 

Source: CSA 

MARIANNE WILSON 

August 27, 2019 

Consumer confidence about the future retreated slightly in August even as it increased 
regarding current-day situations. 

The Conference Board's Consumer Confidence Index declined marginally in August, following 
July's rebound. It now stands at 135.1, down from 135.8 in July. 

The present situation index - based on consumers' assessment of current business and labor 
market conditions - increased from 170.9 to 177.2 in August. The expectations Index - based 
on consumers' short-term outlook for income, business and labor market conditions - declined 
from 112.4 last month to 107.0 this month. 

Lynn Franco, senior director of economic indicators at The Conference Board, added that the 
present situation Index is now at its highest level in nearly 19 years. But he added a cautionary 
note. 

"While other parts of the economy may show some weakening, consumers have remained 
confident and willing to spend," Franco said. "However, if the recent escalation in trade and 
tariff tensions persists, it could potentially dampen consumers' optimism regarding the short-
term economic outlook." 

The percentage of consumers claiming current business conditions are "good" increased from 
39.9 percent to 42.0 percent, while those saying business conditions are "bad" decreased from 
11.2 percent to 9.8 percent.  

Consumers' appraisal of the current job market was also more favorable. Those saying jobs 
are "plentiful" increased from 45.6 percent to 51.2 percent, while those claiming jobs are "hard 
to get" declined from 12.5 percent to 11.8 percent. 

Consumers were moderately less optimistic about the short-term outlook in August. The 
percentage of consumers expecting business conditions will be better six months from now 
decreased from 24.0 percent to 21.9 percent, while those expecting business conditions will 
worsen increased from 8.4 percent to 10.0 percent. 



Consumers' outlook for the labor market was also slightly less positive. The proportion 
expecting more jobs in the months ahead decreased marginally from 19.9 percent to 19.7 
percent, while those anticipating fewer jobs increased from 11.1 percent to 13.6 percent. 

Regarding their short-term income prospects, the percentage of consumers expecting an 
improvement decreased from 24.9 percent to 23.8 percent, however, the proportion expecting 
a decrease declined, from 6.6 percent to 5.8 percent. 

BEER'S CARBS AND CALORIES STILL A PROBLEM WITH 
MILLENNIALS 

Source: Beer Business Daily 

August 29, 2019 

A new survey from Bank of America Merrill Lynch polling 1,000 millennials in the U.S. and U.K, 
revealed that about a third (31%) are cutting back on alcohol, per Business Insider.  

That's a 10% jump from their findings last year, with only 21% of the millennials polled 
indicating that they were drinking less in 2018. 

But the real sobering stat here is this: most of the people cutting back their alcohol intake are 
doing so at beer's expense. 

More than a quarter of the respondents (27%) said they were drinking less beer, topping the 
amount of those who said they are drinking less spirits (26%) and less wine (12%). 

When asked why they are steering clear of beer, the majority indicated "nutritional concerns." 

. Over a third (37%) of the millennials ditching beer, said they are doing so because "beer 
makes me fat."  

. About a fifth (19%) said they were drinking less beer because they prefer other bev alc 
products.  

. And then 5% said they are saying goodbye to beer because it is "no longer trendy." 

OUR TAKE: Did the respondents know hard seltzer is considered beer? If not, how different 
would this survey look? 

As the Craft Beer Market Matures, Brewers Look Outside 
Traditional Beer to Maintain Share 

Craft beer volumes continue to grow at the total category level (+2.1% FY18), though increases 
have slowed in recent years (+8.5% FY17, +6.8% FY16, +9.1% FY15) according to the latest 
figures from IWSR. 

Source: IWSR 



August 29, 2019 

The slowdown in volume growth for craft beer coupled with a rise in new brewery openings 
(1,252 new breweries in 2018, an increase of 14% from year prior), and craft consumers' 
desire for new products has led to stiffer competition among breweries trying to maintain their 
share against competing categories. 

The challenge for craft brewers is how to differentiate themselves as the category becomes 
more and more crowded. Gone are the days when a solid core offering with seasonal 
innovation could maintain a brewery's popularity. The beer category, which has lost volume 
share to wine and spirits over the years, is combating this by stepping outside traditional beer 
production styles to entice consumers to stay within the category. New products include hard 
seltzers, non-alcoholic CBD seltzers and beers, and crossover products such as rosé and 
cocktail-inspired beers. 

Firestone Walker's Rosalie Beer Rosé, a beer co-fermented with Paso Robles wine grapes, 
hopes to attract non-beer drinkers on the back of rosé's growing popularity. Oskar Blues, Black 
Hog, and Two Roads are a just a few craft breweries getting in on the hard seltzer craze. Two 
Roads' new line H2ROADS, uses 100% real fruit in the flavoring process in order to stand out 
among hard seltzers that generally rely on extracts. Otter Creek Brewing entered the CBD 
market with OCB CBD a non-alcohol, CBD infused peach seltzer providing 20mg of CBD per 
12oz can, available for purchase only at their brewery. Funky Buddha Brewery's Mixology 
Series Coquito Ale, a 10.3 ABV imperial cream ale made with coconut, cinnamon, vanilla, and 
aged in Caribbean rum barrels is a crossover beer inspired by the classic Puerto Rican holiday 
cocktail. 

The beer category. [is] stepping outside traditional beer production styles to entice consumers 
to stay within the category. 

It goes without saying, hard seltzers have been the most successful innovation so far with 
category leaders White Claw and Truly continuing with triple-digit growth rates into 2019. Hard 
seltzers as a category sold 2.4 million HLs in 2018. The industry is paying attention as not only 
do hard seltzers provide a substitute for beer occasions, they are also stealing share from 
vodka and soda occasions, If the hard seltzer category was included in the traditional beer 
category, the overall decline of -1.7% would soften to -0.8%. In fact, the success of Truly, 
owned by Boston Beer, the makers of Samuel Adams, has helped the company see an overall 
increase in sales even though its core beer brands are down in volume. 

Support for innovation among craft brewers is being seen at the state-level. California recently 
passed a law allowing breweries to produce beers that use fruit juices, concentrates, honey 
and other fermentables not typically used in beers. This creates opportunities for beer 
crossover products. Under the previous law a brewery would also need a winemaking license 
to use these ingredients in the fermentation process, adding additional costs and legal 
paperwork for the brewery. Through this passage, consumers can expect to see heightened 
levels of innovation in the near future. 

Considering the total number of outlets selling alcohol in the United States has increased from 
531,705 in 2008 to 643,268 in 2018, breweries are finding it difficult to maintain loyalty, engage 
with and retain new customers. With the skyrocketing popularity of hard seltzer, rosé styled 



beer, and CBD beverages, look for more craft breweries to unveil offerings in these categories 
in order to maintain relevance in a category that is forecast to grow at a +2.9% CAGR between 
2018-2023, down from +6.3% CAGR between 2014-2018. 

EU GRANTS ABSINTHE PROTECTED GEOGRAPHICAL STATUS 

Source: https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/ 

by Phoebe French 

28th August, 2019  

Absinthe, the green spirit once banned in France for 80 years, has been granted protected 
geographic status after a 15-year battle launched by producers in the commune of Pontarlier. 

The new geographical indication, given the green light earlier this month, protects the phrase 
'Absinthe de Pontarlier' and the traditional methods used to make the spirit in this area. 
Pontarlier is a commune in eastern France close to the Swiss border. 

Absinthe used on its own "may continue to be used in labelling and presentations within the 
territory of the Union provided that the principles and rules applicable in its legal order are 
complied with". 

These rules stipulate that the spirit must be clear, pale-yellow with greenish hues that louches 
when water is added, turning to an "ivory-like opalescent shade and a cloudiness that renders 
it opaque". 

As for the ingredients, true absinthe must include wormwood (Artemisia absinthium), which 
should also be the dominant aroma.  

The spirit must also contain at least 20mg of thujone per litre, the active ingredient in 
wormwood. It was this compound that was wrongly blamed for causing hallucinations and brain 
damage, resulting in the spirit being banned in France in 1915. Such side effects were more 
likely the result of drinking too much of the high-strength spirit. 

The ban was partially lifted during the 1990s and in 2003, absinthe could be sold in France 
through a legal loophole. 96 years after it was first prohibited, the ban was finally lifted on 
absinthe in France in 2011.  

The wormwood and anise flavoured spirit must now be made to a strength of 45% ABV or 
higher. 

Philippe Chapon, vice president of La Route de l'absinthe, told Le Parisien: "This label is a 
guarantee which states that in Pontarlier and the surrounding area, we distill true absinthe 
which has been grown here, in the Arlier plain and which is made according to such quality 
principles. It's a real step forward." 

Nicknamed the green fairy or la fée verte, absinthe was once the drink of choice among 
creatives and bohemian artists in late 19th century Paris. Famous drinkers of the notorious 

https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/


spirit include Charles Baudelaire, Pablo Picasso, Vincent van Gogh, Edgar Degas, Henri de 
Toulouse-Lautrec and Lord Byron. 

Irish study says Irishmen are drinking too much and beer is too 
cheap 

Source: https://www.nydailynews.com/ 

By BRIAN NIEMIETZ 

AUG 28, 2019  

Irish eyes can't like what they're seeing in a new report on alcoholism filed to Ireland's Minister 
for Finance. 

Alcohol Action Ireland found that 11 liters of alcohol are consumed per person each year on 
the Emerald Isle, which they say is 80% above the worldwide average. 

"This persistent high level of harmful drinking equates to 41 litres of gin/vodka, 116 bottles of 
wine or 445 pints of beer per person aged 15+," according to AAI findings. 

That same research concluded Irishmen between 18 and 24 years old are "Europe's No. 1 
binge drinkers." 

As a solution to the problem, the study encourages raising the price of booze taxes to fit the 
cost of living. 

"The price of alcohol has largely failed to keep pace with inflation and so, in real terms, is 
increasingly affordable," the report said. 

Beer, for example, has seen a modest 13.5% increase in excise duty tax over the past 17 
years, while inflation has increased more than 20%. 

The Irish government is being asked to use tax money on programs that provides mental 
health services as well as giving young people things to do aside from drinking. While the Oct. 
31 Brexit deadline may compel people to hit the bottle, the AAI urges lawmakers to make sober 
decisions regarding alcohol sales. 

"We recognise the uncertainty surrounding Brexit, and the potential threats to our wider 
economy, makes the framing of Budget 2020 increasingly challenging," an AAI spokesman 
wrote in the report. "However, Government must not delay any further the implementation of 
the minimum unit pricing for alcohol products." 

The AAI also suggest the government could cut costs by reducing subsidies paid to alcohol 
producers. 

A 2018 World Atlas report ranked Ireland as an overall leader in consumption rates worldwide, 
but found 20 nations that topped the Emerald Isle in "consumption of pure alcohol consumed 
per capita." Belarus topped that list. 

https://www.nydailynews.com/


United Kingdom: Drink-drive deaths in UK hit eight-year high at 
250 in 2017 - but government dismisses rise as 'not significant' 
amid calls to lower legal alcohol limit 

Estimated 250 people killed by drink-drivers in 2017 according to latest data  

This is a 9 per cent rise from 230 in 2016 and the worst death toll since 2009  

Nearly eight in ten drink of the drink drive accidents involved male drivers 

Source: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/ 

By AMIE GORDON  

28 August 2019 

The number of people killed in drink-drive crashes on Britain's roads has reached an eight-year 
high, figures have revealed today.  

An estimated 250 people were killed by drink-drivers in 2017, according to the latest figures 
from the Department for Transport. This is a 9 per cent rise from 230 in 2016 and the worst 
death toll since 2009.  

Male drink drivers caused 190 fatalities - compared to 30 caused by female drivers, and 930 
serious accidents, compared to 180 caused by women.  

Shocking figures also reveal how 141 drivers under the age of 17 were involved in an accident 
- eight of whom were under the influence of alcohol.  

The total number of people injured or killed in drink-drive crashes was 8,600 in 2017, down 
from 9,040 during the previous year.  

The biggest percentage of those to get behind the wheel after drinking were in the 25-29 age 
group, with some 650 caught drink driving.  

Publication of the figures comes after recent research by road safety charity Brake found that 
more than 5,000 motorists have been caught drink-driving on two or more occasions in the 
past four years. 

The Scottish Government reduced the alcohol limit for drivers from 80 milligrammes (mg) per 
100 millilitres of blood to 50mg in December 2014, but the legal level in the rest of the UK 
remains among the highest in Europe at 80mg. 

Brake's director of campaigns Joshua Harris said the increase is drink-drive deaths is 
'incredibly concerning'. 

He went on: 'How much longer must this continue before the Government acts? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/


'The current drink-driving limit gives a false impression that it is safe to drink and drive. This is 
a dangerous message and one that couldn't be further from the truth.' 

AA president Edmund King said there continues to be a 'hardcore of drink-drivers' as more 
than two-fifths of those failing breath tests are more than twice over the limit. 

He continued: 'As well as needing more cops in cars to catch people in the act, the ultimate 
responsibility lies with drivers themselves.' 

RAC head of policy Nicholas Lyes claimed the figures show that 'no discernible progress has 
been made' in reducing the number of drink-drive fatalities over nine years. 

He added: 'The Government should be looking closely at all its options, even reviewing the 
drink-drive limit.' 

A DfT spokeswoman said: 'Drink-driving is absolutely deplorable, and those who do it not only 
put their own lives at risk but other people's too. 

'We are working with industry to develop new evidential roadside breath tests, meaning drink-
drivers do not have the chance to sober up before being tested, while the Think! Mates Matter 
campaign had the biggest impact in young drivers' attitudes to drink-driving in a decade.' 

Latest Brexit Headlines 

Source: Multiple 

August 29, 2019 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/boris-johnson-news-live-brexit-no-deal-
election-corbyn-latest-updates-a9081471.html 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7405143/Now-EU-know-really-Boris-Johnson-tells-
ministers.html 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/08/28/jacob-rees-mogg-accuses-mps-trying-thwart-
brexit-risking-constitutional/ 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/aug/28/cross-party-rebel-alliance-gears-up-for-
brexit-clash-with-johnson 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/08/29/thursday-morning-news-briefing-inside-story-
secret-queen-mission/ 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/08/29/anti-democratic-remainers-will-culpable-ones-
end-hard-brexit/ 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7403617/Jeremy-Corbyn-drags-Queen-Parliament-
suspension-row.html 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7403927/Jeremy-Corbyn-launches-assault-Donald-
Trump-President-backs-Johnsons-suspend-Parliament.html 

Red wine is good for gut health, study finds (Additional Coverage) 

Source: https://www.foxnews.com/ 

Madeline Farber  

August 29, 2019 

Good news, red wine lovers: An occasional glass of the beloved beverage could be good for 
your gut health, a study published this week found. 

The study, published Wednesday in the journal Gastroenterology and led by researchers with 
King's College London, found that red wine drinkers had "increased gut microbiota diversity" - a 
sign of gut health - compared to those who opted for white wine, beer or spirits instead. 

To come to this conclusion, researchers "explored the effect of beer, cider, red wine, white 
wine, and spirits on the gut microbiome (GM) and subsequent health in a group of 916 UK 
female twins," according to a news release on the findings from King's College London. They 
also studied other groups in the U.S. and the Netherlands. 

During the study, researchers accounted for age, weight, diet and socioeconomic status for all 
participants, but noted they found the same results across the board. 

Microbiome, according to researchers, "is the collection of microorganisms in an environment 
and plays an important role in human health." 

"An imbalance of 'good' microbes compared to 'bad' in the gut can lead to adverse health 
outcomes such as reduced immune system, weight gain or high cholesterol. A person's gut 
microbiome with a higher number of different bacterial species is considered a marker of gut 
health," they explained. 

The "good" microbes associated with drinking red wine may be due to the so-called 
"polyphenols" found in red wine. 

"Polyphenols are defense chemicals naturally present in many fruits and vegetables. They 
have many beneficial properties (including antioxidants) and mainly act as a fuel for the 
microbes present in our system," researchers said, noting drinking red wine once every couple 
of weeks is enough to have positive gut health effects. 

While the study's authors cautioned against over-consuming alcohol, when it comes to 
choosing an alcoholic beverage, "red wine is the one to pick as it seems to potentially exert a 
beneficial effect on you and your gut microbes, which in turn may also help weight and risk of 
heart disease," Caroline Le Roy, the first author of the study, said in a statement. 

"While we have long known of the unexplained benefits of red wine on heart health, this study 
shows that moderate red wine consumption is associated with greater diversity and healthier 
gut microbiota that partly explain its long-debated beneficial effects on health," she added. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7403927/Jeremy-Corbyn-launches-assault-Donald-Trump-President-backs-Johnsons-suspend-Parliament.html
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Spill the Wine: NFL Clubs Pushing Team-Branded Wine 
Collections 

Source: https://www.frntofficesport.com/ 

BY MICHAEL MCCARTHY 

August 29, 2019 

A bottle of white, a bottle of red. Perhaps a bottle of team-branded NFL wine instead? 

As the NFL prepares to kick off its historic 100th season, teams such as the Indianapolis Colts, 
Tennessee Titans, Carolina Panthers and New York Jets are marketing their own wine 
collections to fans. 

Beer and football have long gone hand-in-hand, but shifts in drinking habits mean you're 
increasingly likely to see someone enjoying a Cabernet Sauvignon at a game instead of a 
Coors Light. 

That's being pushed by younger consumers, who are now more likely to ditch beers for lower-
calorie wines, spirits, and hard seltzers. U.S. drinkers now choose beer less than half the time, 
according to the Beer Institute. That's down from over 60% in the mid-1990s. 

Also, as a team's fan base become more diverse, so too does its drink offerings. 

For example, the Indianapolis Colts' fan base now skews almost 50-50 male/female, according 
to Roger VanDerSnick, the team's chief sales, and marketing officer. Selling a "Colts Wine 
Collection" marks a "logical next step," he said.  

"Not everyone drinks wine, clearly. But not everyone drinks wine or spirits either. The volume 
isn't perhaps as high as malt beverages. But it still a meaningful overlap," said VanDerSnick. 

The Colts team collection by André Hueston Mack, a master winemaker at Maison Noir Wines, 
has something for everyone.  

If you revere ex-Colts QB Peyton Manning, there's a limited edition No. 18 bottle autographed 
by the man himself for $400. If your tastes are less expensive, you can buy a bottle of 
Cabernet Sauvignon celebrating the Colts' 35th year in Indianapolis for $19.95. 

Manning's not the only sports personality with a wine connection, noted VanDerSnick. 
Everybody from ex-quarterbacks Dan Marino and Joe Montana to Heisman Trophy winner 
Charles Woodson and Jim Nantz of CBS Sports have their own wine labels.  

Who can forget the image of LeBron James showing up at a Los Angeles Lakers game sipping 
a glass of red wine? 

"If you look broadly across all sports, you'll see athletes who have acquired a passion for wine 
and are doing more and more endorsements for it," added VanDerSnick. 

https://www.frntofficesport.com/


There are other reasons why more NFL teams are getting into wine, said Ralph Ockenfels, vice 
president of corporate sponsorships for the Titans. 

The franchise's limited release red wine last year gave it a unique way to celebrate its 20th 
season in Nashville. It was such a hit with fans and retailers the Titans are selling it again this 
season. 

The Titans sell their label to 70,000 fans on game day. The brand is also served to club seat 
holders and suite-holders at Nissan Stadium. So fans who sample it in-stadium can purchase it 
at retail, where a bottle of "TN Titans Red Blend" sells for $19.99.  

"Once they try it on game day, they're like, 'Wow, this is great, I can go out to retail and pick it 
up,'" said Ockenfels. "For us, from a branding standpoint, it's great to be at retail throughout the 
state of Tennessee." 

Team-branded wines also make a nice, take-home "keepsake" for sponsors and corporate 
partners. The Titans, for example, gifted plenty of team-branded vino to key league 
stakeholders during this spring's 2019 NFL Draft in Music City. 

Like the Titans, the Panthers and Jets are pegging their wines around important team 
anniversaries. 

The "Carolina Panthers Reserve" celebrates the expansion team's 25th anniversary. Prices 
range from $19.99 for a single bottle to $119.94 for a half case. 

The "Jets Uncorked Championship Reserve" celebrates the 50th anniversary of the team's 
upset victory over the Colts in Super Bowl III. The California red wine sells for $24.99 through 
the tri-state area. 

NFL teams have always been masters at pushing everything from sweatshirts to cuff links 
bearing team logos, according to George Solomon, the former Washington Post sports editor 
who became the first director of the Shirley Povich Center for Sports Journalism at the 
University of Maryland.  

Team wines are just the latest example.  

"Why not? They'll do anything they can to make a buck," Solomon said. 

Gen Z Wine Consumers: What Do They Want from the Wine 
Industry? 

Source: https://www.winebusiness.com/ 

by Liz Thach, MW, Wine Business Institute, Sonoma State University 

August 28, 2019 

While many wine marketers have been focusing on selling wine to Millennials, more than 20 
million Generation Z consumers have reached legal drinking age since 2016, according to US 

https://www.winebusiness.com/


Census figures. Of course wineries should still pay attention to the other lucrative generation 
segments of Baby Boomers, Gen Xers and Millennials, but the fact that Gen Z is even larger 
than the Millennial generation and already represents up to $143 billion in buying power 
accorded to Forbes, is of high importance. Even more critical is that very little is known about 
Gen Z from a wine consumer behavior perspective. Who is Gen Z? What are their traits and 
characteristics? What are their wine preferences, and what does Gen Z want from the wine 
industry? 

Who is Gen Z? 

According to the American Generations Report, Generation Z was born between the years 
1995 and 2009, though other sources vary slightly on these dates. Also referred to as "i-
Generation" and "Post Millennials," Pew Research has recently reported that the most common 
term used by marketers and as an online search term is "Gen Z". In addition to being the 
largest generation in the US, with US Census number showing they number 80 million vs. 72 
million Millennials, they are also the largest generation globally, comprising 32% of the world 
population according to Bloomberg. They are expected to have a huge impact on consumer 
products around the world, and that includes wine. 

Traits and Characteristics of Gen Z 

In terms of traits, Gen Z is reported to be more realistic than Millennials, as well as responsible, 
determined, curious, and open-minded. They are very entrepreneurial, with more than 40% 
reporting they want to start their own business according to Entreprenuer.com, and other 
sources stating the number is higher. They are very multi-cultural with 48% from communities 
of color according to NPR, and many prefer to avoid labels - finding forms or surveys that 
request race and gender to be outdated and irrelevant. Gen Z is also very interested in health, 
including how food/beverage products they consume are created. 

Regarding technology, they are incredibly linked, having grown up with the Internet always 
available. They do not watch as much traditional TV as other generations, preferring to watch 
YouTube. According to Forbes, 80% of Gen Zers will research a product online before 
purchase. This includes not only looking at the product website, but also reviewing their social 
media pages; then many will look at product reviews and also seek feedback from friends 
before making a final purchase.  

Another key way they differ from Millennials is that they desire cool products over experiences, 
and are also more accepting of online ads. According to the Cassandra Report, 28% of Gen Z 
consumers want marketers to reach them with online ads compared to just 16% of Millennials. 
They also appreciate "edgy" and creative ads, especially on their preferred platforms of 
YouTube and Instagram. 

Wine Preferences of Gen Z 

Based on the growing importance of Gen Z to the wine industry, a series of research projects 
at the Wine Business Institute at Sonoma State University were conducted over the past 3 
years to explore preferences and perceptions of Gen Z in reference to wine. The most recent 
2019 survey included responses from 158 Gen Z wine consumers. Though the sample was 
small, the results still provide some direction for wine marketers to consider. 



Gen Z respondents reported that they prefer both white and red wine (see Figure 1), with a 
slight preference for white wine (70%) over red (68%). More surprisingly was the high 
percentage that indicated they enjoy both rose (52%) and sparkling wine (49%), which is a 
larger number than reported by a national sample of American consumers from mixed 
generations. This could also be due to the fact that both rose and sparkling wine are hot trends 
in the US market. 

In terms of wine taste preferences, more than 50% of the Gen Z sample reported that they 
preferred their wine to taste smooth, fruity, and semi-sweet. Only 39% stated they preferred dry 
wines, however this is often common with younger wine consumers, who as they age, will often 
adopt drier styles of wine. 

Gen Z Wine Perceptions 

When asked their opinion about wine on a 5-point Likert scale, 90% of the respondents agreed 
that wine is "pleasurable," 83% "delicious", and 81% "fun." Only 19% agreed that wine is 
"confusing," and 15% as "snooty." These perceptions are fairly positive for young wine 
consumers, and most likely explain the reason that Gen Zers seem to be adopting wine at 
almost the same rate as Millennials, according to a Wine Opinions report. The same report 
states that Gen Z seems to rely more on advice from friends and family, and also values wine 
scores and ratings more than Millennials. This corresponds with the Forbes report on how Gen 
Z is more apt to research a product and read reviews before they buy. 

What Gen Z Wants from the Wine Industry  

A major open-ended question on the survey asked Gen Zers: "What should the Wine Industry 
do to market better to Gen Z?" From this process, 236 written quotes were obtained. These 
were coded and sorted into themes, with 10 major themes emerging (see Figure 2). 

What should the Wine Industry do to market better to Gen Z? 

Online Advertising - the number one piece of advice was more online advertising cited 62 times 
by the sample. This corresponds with the Cassandra Report stating that Gen Z is more 
accepting of online ads. Examples of some Gen Z quotes regarding this issue are: 

"Just advertise... I've never seen an advertisement for wine." 

"More commercials on YouTube and ads on the Internet." 

"(More) Highly visual wine & food pairings photos on Instagram." 

Better Packaging/Design - the second highest scoring suggestion had to do with better 
packaging and design (40 mentions). This also corresponds with the Cassandra Report, stating 
that Gen Z prefers cool products and edginess, over experiences. The responses also showed 
that Gen Z desired clearer labeling of wines so that consumers could tell what was in the bottle 
and how the wine tastes. Examples of some Gen Z quotes regarding this issue are: 

"Find a way to make the packaging stand out. Almost every wine bottle looks the same to me." 



"Describe the taste on label more because it isn't fun to buy a wine and have it taste different 
than you were expecting." 

Education/Approachability -tied at third place (29 & 28 mentions) was a request for more basic 
wine education from the industry in an attempt to make wine more approachable. A quote here 
was: "Make it not so scary and intimidating for people who don't know as much about wine." 
Potential platforms to make this happen could be short and fun YouTube videos or a creative 
Instagram campaign. 

More social media (21 mentions) targeted at Gen Z was another suggestion, followed by more 
affordable pricing (15) and free samples (13). Given that the average tasting fee in Napa Valley 
has now reached $44 per person and Sonoma County $22 per person, according to the 2018 
WBM/SVB Direct to Consumer Survey, these suggestions are not surprising coming from 
younger wine consumers just entering the category. "Have options for less expensive wine 
tastings," said one respondent, while another recommended, "More sampling in grocery stores 
and other locations so that people can try it before purchasing." 

Finally, more festivals/events, food pairing, and healthy wine options rounded out the top 10 
themes emerging from the data. These are also related to the education and approachability 
themes. In addition, the healthy wine concept could be linked to a growing trend for "low-no" 
wines seen in Europe, where more low alcohol or no-alcohol wines are being introduced. The 
trend to add descriptors to wine labels such as "low carb, gluten-free, paleo friendly, organic, 
low sulfite, reduced sugar, and natural," is also related to this health trend that is sweeping the 
nation, and that is of concern to 25% of the US population, according to Nielsen. This is also 
supported by a 2019 Wine Market Council report showing that 31% of younger consumers are 
drinking less alcohol. 

Implications for Wineries 

In general, this is good news about Gen Z and wine at this early stage. They are adopting wine 
at nearly the same rate as Millennials, and seem to be mainly positive about it. They are quite 
different from previous generations, and have a huge amount of buying power and sheer 
numbers behind them, which suggests the wine industry should consider paying attention to 
some of their suggestions. More time engaging with Gen Z online on their preferred platforms 
of YouTube and Instagram makes sense, as well as responding to packaging and design 
needs to create "cool products." This linked with approachable educational opportunities, more 
affordable pricing at winery tasting rooms (perhaps micro-tastings or thimble tastings...), and 
possibly the development of more "healthy" wine options with clear ingredient and taste 
labeling would be a good place to start. 

CELEBRATED AUSTRALIAN WINEMAKER TONY JORDAN DIES 

Source: https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/ 

by Rupert Millar 

28th August, 2019  
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Dr Tony Jordan, a widely-respected and influential figure in the Australian wine industry and 
who pioneered LVMH's fine wine project in the Himalayas, has died after a short battle with 
cancer. 

Tony passed away after a short battle with mesothelioma, an extremely rare but aggressive 
form of cancer. 

Following a PhD in Chemical Physics, Tony began his career in the wine industry in 1974 as a 
lecturer in Physical Chemistry and Wine Science at Riverina College (now the Charles Sturt 
University). 

Having developed the oenology course there alongside Don Lester and also brought Brian 
Croser on board, Tony stopped lecturing in 1978 and founded consultancy group Oenotec with 
Croser. 

In 1985 Moët Hennessy selected Oenotec to help find it a site in Australia for its Domaine 
Chandon project and then invited Tony to become managing director of the fledgling winery in 
the Yarra Valley in 1987. 

He was then made CEO of Cape Mentelle, Chandon and Cloudy Bay in 2003, as well as 
consulting at the Chandon wineries worldwide. 

Becoming a particular authority on sparkling wine, Tony was a well-known regular on the 
judging circuit and worked closely with Tom Stevenson and Essi Avellan MW at the 
Champagne and Sparkling Wine Championships. 

Although he technically retired from Domaine Chandon in 2008 - whereupon he restarted 
Oenotec and began some consulting again - he was the man chosen by Moët Hennessy's 
CEO, Christophe Navarre, to explore options for a fine wine project in China. 

Ignoring the main Chinese regions of Ningxia (where there is a Domaine Chandon) and 
Xinjiang, Tony eventually made his way to Yunnan in the foothills of the Himalayas. 

There he found not only conditions that reminded him of Bordeaux but also the remnants of a 
wholly forgotten series of vineyards planted with Cabernet Sauvignon and Franc which had 
been introduced by French missionaries in the 1800s. 

It was here that he recommended Moët create its new estate which resulted in the creation of 
the 'Ao Yun' label, the first vintage of which (the 2013) was released in 2016. 

Awarded the Order of Australia medal for his contribution to the wine industry, in June of this 
year he was awarded a life membership of the Australian Wine Industry by Australian Grape & 
Wine. 

He was made a fellow of the Australian Society for Viticulture & Oenology and also earlier this 
year Wine Australia established an award in his honour with an annual grant to the most 
outstanding Wine Australia PhD scholarship applicant. 



Wine Australia's chairman, Brian Walsh, commented at the time: "Tony has been a determined 
advocate for the advancement of Australian wine and his mentoring of our community has had 
a deep and enduring impact. We celebrate his leadership in this perpetual award. 

"Dr Jordan was crucial to the establishment of the wine science program at Charles Sturt 
University in the 1970s, influencing modern Australian wine practices. 

"He has chaired Australian wine shows and judged shows internationally, he is a former 
president of the Australian Society of Viticulture and Oenology and the Yarra Valley Wine 
Growers Association, and was a board member of the Wine Australia Corporation for six 
years." 


